DIRECT MR 026

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 040600B JAN TO 050600B JAN 94.

I. GDN SITUATION. CALM.

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. POLITICAL.

(1) SRSG WAS INFORMED BY THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE THAT THE SWEARING-IN CEREMONY FOR THE BHTG WOULD TAKE PLACE TODAY 25 JAN 94. THIS WAS CONFIRMED BY A LETTER OF THE PRIME MINISTER STATE THE AGENDA. AS EXPECTED WE ARE FACING PROBLEMS AT THIS MOMENT 051200B JAN 94. CONFUSION STILL EXISTING ON THE PL PARTY LISTS. PRESIDENT WAS SWORN IN AT 10:00 HRS BUT NOT THE DEPUTY CORPS. FULL REPORT WILL BE PROVIDED.

(2) AMBASSADORS OF WESTERN COUNTRIES LEAD BY THE PAPAL NUCIO, DEAN OF THE DIPLOMATIC CORPS, MET RPF CHAIRMAN CN 101000 JAN 94 IN THE CND BUILDING AT KIGALI.

B. MILITARY.

(1) RGF, NTR.

(2) RPF, NTR.

(3) OTHERS, NTR.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. HQS. A MEETING ON TRAINING MATTERS BETWEEN RGF AND RPF AT NGONDOR (0529) ORGANISED BY PLANNING SEC FORCE HQ DID NOT TOOK PLACE BECAUSE RPF DID NOT SHOWN UP.

B. SECTORS.

(1) KIGALI. CARRIED OUT VEHICLE AND FOOT PTL WITHIN OAR IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPF BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY AND THE FORCE HQ. CARRIED OUT AN OPERATION "CORDON AND SEARCH" IN COOPERATION WITH LOCAL GENDARMERIE. ONE SUSPECTED VANDAL WAS CAUGHT BY GENDARMERIE AT 05.20 HRS IN THE KICUKIRI AREA, 5 KM EAST OF KIGALI.

(2) DMZ. CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PTL WITHIN OAR.

C. MLLOD. CONDUCTED ONE ESCORT FOR UNDP TO NGONDOR (0529) AND FOR A WORLD FOOD PROGRAM CONVOY OF 5 TRUCKS FROM CATUNA TO KIGALI.

2
D. UNOMUB. CONDUCTED ROUTINE FREE WITHIN CAR.

IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VI. LOGISTICS. REQUEST REPEAT REQUEST FOR YOUR INTERVENTION ON THE FOLLOWING ISSUE. 6 MINE DETECTORS ARE PLANNED TO BE SHIPPED FROM BANGLADESH TO OAK AS SALARY. WE NEED THESE EQUIPMENT URGENTLY AND ASK FOR IMMEDIATE AIRLIFT.

VII. MISC. NTR.